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Fabric Requirements  
While the Tucker method takes a little bit more fabric, it’s a lot less stressful and much easier! 

Four complementary fabrics (fat quarter or ¼ yard each) 
One green fat quarter or ¼ yard 
1.25 yards background (or 1 yard for background and 3/8 yards for binding) 

 
Cutting 
From each of the fat quarters or ¼ yards of the complementary fabrics , cut 

1. Two 5 ½” squares for centers and then trim using Part A of the Large 
Squared Square using the 7” finished blocks  

2. One 5 ¼” squares for half square triangles 
From the green fabric, cut: 

1. One 4 ¾” strip sub-cut into eight 4 ¾” squares.  Cut each square in half once on diagonal 
2. Cut two 1 ½” x 15” strips for the center crosses.  Sub-cut one of these into two 1 ½” x 7.5” strips 

From the background fabric, cut:  
1. Two 11 ½” squares and cut twice on the diagonal (see pattern for illustration) 
2. Two 6” squares and cut in half once on the diagonal (see pattern for illustration) 
3. One 7 1/2 ” square for center block 
4. Four 5 ¼” squares for half square triangles 
5. One 3 ½” strip sub-cut two 3 ½” x 15” strips for center crosses  
6. Three 1 ½” x WOF strips for borders (I cut mine at 2”) 
7. Four 2 ¼” x WOF strips for binding 

 
Making the block 
So we can use the Tucker Method, we’re going to make the blocks 7 ½” unfinished or 7” finished rather than 
the 7 ¾” blocks used in the pattern.  The setting and corner triangles will be the same size as those used in the 
pattern. 
 
Pieced Triangles 

1. Layer a complementary 5 ¼” square right side up.  Cover it with a 5 ¼” 
background square, right sides together, align all four corners.  Mark two 
stitching lines ¼” on either side of a center diagonal line.  I use my Quilter’s 
Magic Wand.  

2. Stitch on the lines and then cut down the middle.  (I like to 
stitch mine just to the inside – toward the center) of the 
drawn lines to give me a little more fudge room.) 

3. Press the seam closed.  Then, cut down the middle on the 
diagonal.   

11 ½” squares 

6” squares 



4. Press seams toward the darker fabric.  I used the Easy Press Pen to flatten the seam. 
For this block, we don’t need to trim these units further. 

5. Then, cut on the diagonal corner to corner so you end up with two half square 
triangles from each for a total of four for each of the complementary fabrics. 

 
Making The Block 
Each tulip block is made by combining two cut pieced triangles, one center square and two 
green triangles.  The only difference is that our blocks will be a little oversized. 
 
 

1. Take the center square and fold in half, right sides together and finger press.  Open and then fold in the 
opposite direction and finger press so you’ve pressed the center in both directions. 

2. With the center square on point (on the diagonal), sew one pieced triangle to one side  
by aligning the seam line of the triangle with the center line you finger pressed.  This is 
a great place to use your Seam Align Glue. Tip:  Since these blocks are oversized, sew 
with the triangles on the bottom.  Trust me, this will really make a difference.  If you 
used Seam Align glue, it will help keep everything in place even though you’re sewing with the little 
pieces on the bottom.  Even if you pinned instead of glued, sew with the triangles on the bottom. Don’t 
press open yet. 

3. Sew a green triangle to the opposite side aligning the point of the triangle with the seam 
line of the pieced triangle you just sewed on.  Another great place to use Seam Align 
Glue. 

4. Press seams away from the center. I used my Easy Press Pen to flatten the seams. 
5. Then repeat for the other side of the square. 

 
Trimming your blocks: 
Use the Part B of the Large Squared Square tool.  Locate the “X” for the 
that have a “7” on them (this will give you a 7 ½” unfinished block and 7” 
finished block).  You’ll find four X’s with the same number.  Position these 
“X’s “ and the broken lines connecting them over the seam intersections 
and seam lines.  Don’t worry if they don’t line up perfectly. Simply center 
the ruler over the area by finding the middle ground of all four marks. 
Slightly adjusting the width of your seam allowance will help in the 
future.  You’ll want to keep a ¼” or more from the X intersections to the 
outside trimmed edge (this is your seam allowance). 
 
Position tool horizontally over the unit, align the four “x’s” and then 
trim up the right side and across the top. For left-handed quilters, position 
the tool vertically over the until and trim up the left side and across top. 

 
For the second cut, position the ruler on top of the unit again, lining up the 
“X’s” and also lining up the cleanup lines on the ruler with the edges 
previously trimmed.  This assures that you end up with a square that has a 
proper ¼” seams on all sides and is exactly the correct size to use in your  
quilt project.   

First Trim 

Second Trim 



 
 
Creating Your Center Cross Blocks 

1. With right sides together and using a ¼” seam, sew one 1 ½” x 15” green strip to one of 
the 3 ½” x 15” background strips.  Press the seam toward the green strip. 

2. Sew one 3 ½” x 15” background strip to the other side of the green strip.  Press the seam 
towards the green strip.  I used my Easy Press Pen when pressing all my seams. 

3. Sub-cut your block into four Unit A’s that measure 3 ½” x 7 ½” 
 

4. Then, join a Unit A to either side of a 1 ½” x 7 ½” green strip to create one center cross.  Repeat to 
create the center cross. 
 

Assembling your runner 
Using the illustration and instructions in your pattern, assemble your runner. 
 
ENJOY! 
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